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Respect  Dignity  Justice
Compassion  Excellence
These are our values. Our mission: in partnership with
the community of Naranjito, we commit to delivering
unparalleled quality and reliable healthcare to isolated
mountain communities in the Dominican Republic.
OUR VISION IS TWOFOLD:
To stand in solidarity with those who
struggle, to bring healing and hope
to as many patients as possible and
with ever-increasing levels of care.
To be a model of partnership and
cooperation, to show what is possible
when friends and colleagues work
together in the service of others.

Dear Friends—
In July of this year, Somos Amigos
proudly celebrated our twenty-fifth
anniversary. What an incredible
milestone, one that we were able to
achieve only with your support.
Two questions have been essential to all
we have done: Can we do more? and Can
we do better? The local clinic committee,
whose representatives are elected by our
host community, advises us to this day. Our
work is indeed a collaboration between our
organization and the people we serve. Our
patient target zone has grown from our host
community to 34 other communities. Still,
we challenge ourselves with those questions.
A glimpse of what we have been able to do on
the side of a mountain in the Dominican Republic
over those twenty-five years would reveal:
• Teams of dental professionals routinely
doing restorative work, oral surgery,
endodontics, prophylaxis… all with modern
equipment and supplies
• A denture clinic where dental protheses
are fabricated and delivered on-site
• A robust blood lab with various analyzers
that allow us to perform several dozen
tests on-site
• In collaboration with a partner committee
of local women representatives, a
Women’s Health initiative whereby we
offer routine paps and HPV screenings,
mammogram referrals, family planning
resources, menstruation supplies and “kits”
for younger women
• A ground-breaking insulin outreach
program, whereby insulin-dependent
patients are monitored regularly (including
yearly exams by an endocrinologist and
an ophthalmologist) and provided insulin
and supplies
• Physicians and nurses representing
various specialties and who help maintain
hundreds of patients with medications and
treatments
• A pharmacy whose formulary includes
several hundred different medications
• A referral system whereby we have
partnered with clinics and specialists in the
city; when we send a patient for care, the
organization covers all of the expenses.
Clearly there is a lot to celebrate. Our patient
charts hold up to 25 years of data that
demonstrate our success in controlling chronic

disease. One can look at the children and
young adults of the communities we serve and
see beautiful, healthy smiles. A generation has
grown up with us caring for them.
Instrumental to our success has been
strong leadership, both in the U.S. and in
the Dominican Republic. We have also
been fortunate to have a group of selfless
volunteers (now numbering more than 800)
who are loyal and generous. Some volunteers
have been on dozens of trips with us. We are
now no longer strangers with most of our
patients, and vice versa.
You, our loyal and generous donors, have
supported us because you believe, as we
do, that everyone deserves access to quality
and reliable healthcare, healthcare delivered
with humility and respect and compassion.
They deserve it whether they are Dominican
or Haitian (20% of our patients), even if
they live in isolated and otherwise forgotten
communities that dot the mountainsides of a
far-away island.
What do the next twenty-five years have in
store for Somos Amigos? At all levels of the
organization, starting with the Board and our
local committee, we are thinking strategically
about the future, even challenging our model.
Guiding all the conversations are those same
two questions that have always driven our
decision-making.
We know that in order to look to the future,
we must seek input from our Dominican and
Haitian patients. Before the pandemic I had
meetings in several communities from which
we draw patients. I asked the same questions at
each meeting. I learned that everybody knows
us in those mountain communities. We are a
trusted brand; we represent something bigger
than I, or anyone thought we ever might.
We have tended to believe that we have
saturated our target area, that we have
reached all or most of our target population,
but from those meetings I learned that we
have not—we are not even close. Yes, we have
done well. And yes, we have done incredible
things. Yes, we have saved lives. But there is
so much more to be done.
I learned that the reality of our model of caring
first for our current patients, always giving
them priority, has created a system that is
hard to enter if you are not already in it. Our
success caused us to unintentionally create a
disincentive for new patients to try to receive
our care while at the same time allowing us
to provide extraordinary continuity of care to

our established patients.
Even our potential patients understand our
process of serving our long-time patients
first. They respect it. They respect us and
trust us. They know there are limits to what
we can do with a fixed group of volunteers
over a fixed period of time. But this is not why
we were founded in the first place; we’ve got
to do more and we’ve got to do better. We
have to push those limits.
We did an informal census of our target
area, through churches and municipal
governments. In our 34 target communities
is a total population of around 10,000 people.
Those are our target patients and we have to
reach more of them. And that is what drives
our strategic focus of serving more. Because
the harsh reality is, if it’s not us, it’s no one.
We are forming a council to supplement our
local committee, with representatives from
each of our target communities, one person
from each, chosen by the community. We will
also have our Haitian patients represented,
even though they tend not to identify with
specific communities. We want to listen to
and respect the voices of those we serve.
It’s now obvious that our model of a group of
volunteers staffing our clinic for a few days
every quarter is not sufficient. It makes it
very difficult for us to reach those additional
patients who need us. What we need, and
what we are working toward, is a permanent
presence in the clinic, between our groups.
We want to hire local healthcare providers
who will partner with Somos Amigos. Our
volunteer groups and our local people will
work together; one will feed into the other.
The pandemic has forced us to experiment
with this model, as we were not able to have
volunteers staff our clinic. And so we hired
local providers. Pandemic or not, we were
there for our patients. They knew we would
be. As a result, we know now what is possible.
This is the future of Somos Amigos: a true
partnership between visiting volunteers,
permanent clinic staff, and local healthcare
providers. We know the people who will work
with us. We know the patients are there. We
only need the resources to make it happen.
We have initiated a process with the
Dominican Healthcare Ministry that will allow
us to reach those targeted 10,000 patients
faster and with better care by operating
year-round as a permanent provider of
healthcare. That approval will require certain
modifications to our clinic facilities.

Recently we purchased an adjacent parcel
of land in the hope that it will one day
accommodate our growth plans. We have been
working with a U.S. and a Dominican architect
and we have designs for our clinic facility that
will satisfy local codes and requirements
and usher us into our next quarter century.
We have worked with our cost-per-patient
numbers and have developed budgets that
will allow us to serve several thousand more
patients when we reach full capacity.
In addition, having the approval to operate
full-time will allow us to undertake even more
initiatives. Here are some of our shorter-term
ideas:
• We would like to be a provider of adult
vaccinations, as there is no such center
for miles around
• We would like to be a provider of HPV
immunizations for our younger patients
• We would like to establish ourselves as
a resource for patients living with HIV,
as there is no such facility in the region
we serve
• Partnering with the Public Health Ministry
and local schools, we want to inaugurate
an education and prevention program
that recognizes oral health and care as a
part of a comprehensive integrated health
approach
If you could hear the voice of just one of our
patients, the reason for our deep commitment
would be revealed.
To all of our volunteers, benefactors and
other supporters, thank you. And thank
you for looking to the future with us. Thank
you for believing with us that our brothers
and sisters, regardless of where they live or
how they live, regardless of their skin color
or language or religion, regardless of their
status in life… thank you for believing with
us that they all deserve access to quality and
reliable healthcare. Thank you for allowing
us to deliver that care for twenty-five years.
Thank you for helping us heal.
Frank Brightwell
Executive Director

For the past several years...
...our patient population has been nearly

evenly split, 50% female and 50%
male. But recognizing the special

healthcare needs of our female patients,
we established a Women's Healthcare
Committee that works closely with a
women's group in our host community.
We offer specialized OB GYN exams,
pap and HPV co-testing, family
planning resources, and other services.

...our patient population is usually

about 20% children, and so we
strive to include pediatricians and
pediatric dentists in our teams so we
can give our patients the best care
we can offer.

...Haitian patients account for
about 10% of our total patient
population, and so we strive to
include Haitian Creole interpreters
in our teams so that we can
communicate effectively and clearly
with everyone. When we don't have
access to someone in our clinic, we
use virtual meetings to include native
speakers.
...our patient population usually
includes as many first-time

patients as we can accommodate,

but restrictions imposed on us due
to covid prevented us from receiving
new patients. Beginning in fall of
2022, we will once again begin
welcoming first-time patients, and
our growth plans for the future
revolve around our desire to serve
many more patients.

Proudly Serving for 25 Years

1997–2022

Our Amazing Staff & Volunteers
DOMINICAN PROFESSIONALS
Diana Brache, M.D.
Cesar Castellanos, D.D.S.
Abel Cruz, D.D.S.
Jorge Fernandez, M.D.
Emmanuel Figuereo, M.D.
Euclides Goris
Zolanyi Guzman, M.D.
Claribel Liranzo, Bioanalyst
Ritchelle Pamphile
Delia Rodriguez, M.D.
Franchesca Rodriguez
Joseph Romane
Dilenny Rosario
Laura Tavarez, M.D.
Alix Valerio
Adriana Vargas, M.D.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
James McCann, M.D., Chair
Sheila Cullen, Vice-chair
Patricia Prince, Secretary
James Noonan, Treasurer
Amy Daubert
Russell Dyer
Sharon Huang, D.D.S.
James Hudson, D.M.D.
Helen Jackson, M.D.
Michael Keegan, M.D.
Frank Brightwell, Executive Director

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!
We share updates on social media through
the year, including clinic trip updates,
information for patients and volunteers,
memories from past trips and more!

VOLUNTEERS
Kelly Holland, M.D.
Michael Keegan, M.D.
James McCann, M.D.
PERMANENT STAFF
Odalis Peralta, Clinic Manager
Daritza Reyes, Patient Care Coordinator
Manuel Torres, Pharmacy Manager

COMITÉ DE LA CLÍNICA
Ramón de Jesús Peralta
Magaly Peralta
Ernesto de Jesús Reyes
Cristina Rodríguez
Severo Tavarez
Joselo Peralta
Odalis Peralta, Clinic Manager

ABOUT SOMOS AMIGOS
Somos Amigos Medical Missions® is
incorporated in the State of California
and in the Dominican Republic and is
recognized by the Internal Revenue
Service as a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit
charity.

@somosamigosmedical
Twitter: @SomosAmigosMed

Made possible by your generosity
FROM JULY 2021 TO JUNE 2022

We raised

$338,476

$247,087 / 73%

$74,465 / 22%

program service expenses
and direct patient care

management, general
organizational expenses

together!
$16,924 / 5%
fundraising
efforts

In our last fiscal year, we received gifts from more than 300
donors, and most of them were individuals like you. You can
give confidently, knowing that 100% of your gift will be used for
patient care; this is because we have generous core donor and
foundation support that covers our overhead expenses.

GIVE SECURELY ONLINE

somosamigos.org/donate

or scan this code with your phone →
MAIL YOUR DONATION
Somos Amigos Medical Missions
P.O. Box 2351
Saratoga, CA 95070
We’re proud to maintain our
Candid (formerly Guidestar)
Platinum rating.
We strive to tell our complete
story and to be responsible
and transparent stewards of
your generosity. And as an
IRS-recognized 501(c)3 public
charity, your donation is fully
tax deductible!

GIVE STOCKS, SECURITIES, AND MORE
We’re able to accept donations in the form of stock,
government (including municipal) debt and corporate
debt. This can be arranged from most brokerage accounts.
Contact us for guidance in making the transfer.
GIVE WHILE YOU SHOP
Do you shop on Amazon? Next time you do, instead of
going to the regular Amazon site, use the Amazon Smile
portal for Somos Amigos! You get the same price, the same
service, and Somos Amigos gets a percentage
of your purchase.

smile.amazon.com/ch/77-0553014
or scan this code with your phone →

Our Generous Benefactors
GIFTS IN-KIND

Carolyn Chandler
Lee Cobb
James Daubert
Mairin Daubert
Patrick Daubert
Thomas Daubert
Carlos Garzon
Bruce Lamott
Ryan Long
James & Stacey
Noonan

Stephen Ochs
Vincent &
Priscilla Pereira
Mark Pierotti
& Frank
Brightwell
Thomas Pierotti
Jason & Kristen
Smoker
Kate St. Germain


Our “Amigos Club” is growing. We are
grateful to these loyal donors who
give to Somos Amigos on a monthly
or quarterly basis. Being able to count
on a reliable streeam of donations
allows us to budget more precisely.
Becoming a sustaining donor is easy:
→ Go to somosamigos.org or
facebook.com/somosamigosmedical
→ Click Donate
→ Choose Monthly Donation

Join the club today!
AMIGO

$500 0+
Barr Foundation
Thomas & Lisa Blumenthal
Jeffrey Chambers &
Andrea Okamura
Colbert Family Fund/
Coastal Community
Foundation
Stephen & Evelyn Colbert
Sheila & Thomas Cullen
James & Amy Daubert
Russell Dyer
Hillcrest Charitable
Fund/National
Philanthropic Trust
Barbara & Amos Hostetter
Patricia Kind Family
Foundation
Henry J Kaiser Family
Foundation
James McCann &
James Canales
Verhalen Family
Foundation
Wallace Special Projects
Fund/The New York
Community Trust
John Zedlewski

AGUACATE

$2500-$4999
Mary & Ed Keath
Mark Pierotti & Frank
Brightwell
William & Priscilla Russel

PIÑA

$100 0-$2499
Hanna & James Bartlett
Laura Dail
Michael & Mary Denger
Epic Games
James Fasy
Mary Feliciano
Terri Hall
Garima Hoffmann
Sharon Huang
James Hudson

Intrepid Fund/The
Community Foundation
for Northern Virginia
Marcus & Melissa Jimenez
Michael & Margaret
Keegan
Christina Kind
Ellen Kitchen
Bruce Lamott
Dione & James Mahoney
Dan McKenna
Marc & Laura McKenna
Mondelēz International
Foundation
James & Stacey Noonan
Stephen Ochs
John Parissenti &
Linda Chin
Philip Piliero
Ana Pinczuk
Jacqueline Poggi
Patricia Prince
Katalin Roth & Phillip
Singerman Gift Fund
Jean Schulz
Joseph & Suzanne
Speicher
Vaziri Pinczuk Charitable
Fund /Ayco Foundation
Ellen & John Walsh

GUINEO

$500-$999
Amazon Smile Foundation
Donna Ari
Julie Ball & Theresa
Canizzaro
Christ Episcopal Church,
Columbia, MD
Citizens Charitable
Foundation
Lee Cobb
Peter Cobos
James Colbert
Kathleen & Edward
Colbert
Jeffrey & Lilliam Collmann
Andy Corrigan
Susan DesJardin
Christopher Dionot
Karen & Peter Filice

AIDS Healthcare Foundation
Teo Beato, M.D.
Virinia Belliard
Blessings International
Boitano & Sargent, LLP
Jorge Fernandez, M.D.
Henry Schein Cares
Hodelpa Garden Court Hotel
Microsoft Philanthropies
RestoringVision
Clara Santillán, M.D.
TechSoup
Mariel Valerio, D.D.S.
Venable, LLP, Baltimore
Laura Watkins

Gates Foundation
Mary Jane Greene
Diego Hernandez
Karen & Jim Hibey
Scott & Barb Janni
Christopher McDonald
Michael McGarry
Kent & Elaine Moberly
Diana Navarrete
Thomas Pierotti
Kevin & Carolyn Riley
M Isabel Rodriguez
Melanie Smith
Jason & Kristen Smoker
Katherine St. Germain
Linda Starling
Deborah Tindale
Nancy Tkalcevic

MANGO

$250-499
Wendy Amick
Jorge Arce &
Desiree Santa
Patricia Auld
Suzanne & Robert Barry
Mark Battat
Michael Birbiglia
Andrew Blume
Sarah Bradford
Edson Brock
Stuart C Burden
Fund/Silicon Valley
Foundation
Carol Buchman &
David Godwin
Margaret Caccia
Janice & Craig Campbell
John Copley
Diane DePodesta
Michael Duncan
Facebook, Inc.
Peter Frechette
Augustus Grant
Don Haisch
Kelly & Emily Holland
Helen Jackson
Clarissa Johnston
Edward Kalas
Keith Kaminski &
Neil Bowman
Michael & Katherine
Kaminski
Jerrold Levy
Ryan Long
Edmund & Teresa Maguire
Anne Maloney &
Patrick McCrystle
Devra Marcus &
Michael Horowitz
Carol McLaughlin
Michele & Jay Naish
Fred & Martha
Phillips-Patrick
Ellen Polignano
Alexa Previti
J. Francisco Rodriguez
& Maria Latham
Miguel Rodriguez
Marv Rosenberg
Julie Silverstein
Robert Stabile &
William Leary
Richard Stalls
Barbara Swoyer
Sandy Tarpinian
Laura & David Watkins

LECHOSA

$100-249
Bruce Andrews &
Elke Baker
Michele Audrey
Nivea Ayala
Robin Bauer Taylor

John & Jane Bauer
Joan Bechhofer
Charitable Fund
Christine Berardo &
Robert Markowitz
Steven Bo
May Brightwell
Brittany Brugos
Helene Buchman
Carolyn Chandler
Susan Chandler
Rick Chesky
Nancy Cholis
Thomas Colbert
Comcast
Michael Connolly
Paul & Amy Copps
Kevin Counihan
Jennie Crum
James Daubert
Matthew & Nancy
Donohue
Thomas Drexler
Eva Echemendia
Joanne Evans
Patricia Fanning
Leslie Francavilla
Ann Freitas
Marianne Gallagher
Carlos Garzon &
Carolina Rodriguez
Christopher Gibson
Myles Glatter
Robert & Mary Gold
Dale & Jacque Greenley
Gwen Halaas
Alanna & Brendan Hart
Denise Heiss
Fredric Hoffman
Charles Hoke &
Ellen Boudreau
Gail Holm
Hope & John Hutton
Nicholas & Susan Inzeo
Kathleen Jennings
Lorraine Johnson
Tara Johnston
Alida Kalas
Susan Kantrowitz
Jake Karks
Andrew Karozos
Morton Kavalier
John & Mary Kavaliunas
Jerry Keath & Janice
McPhee
Michael Keegan, Jr.
Kevin & Beth Keegan
Linda Kegel
John Knott
Bruce Kohl
Derek Krabill & Norm
Buchbinder
Yasho Lahiri
Jeanne Lewis
Michael & Lucy Maguire
Jeanne McCann
Carolyn McQuighan
Margaret Miller
Jill & Korak Mitra
Isabel Monterrosa
Patricia Moore
Barbara Mount
Jennifer Nelsen
Shannon Nessier
Michael & Carol Noonan
Ryan Noonan
Clarissa Payne
Nancy Perry
Jesus Ramos
Paula Rees
John Reininga
Jen Repp
Gerald Rudinsky
Mary Elizabeth Ryan
Jeff Sawyer

Adam Singerman
Toby Sonneman
Sally & Steve Stadum
Tisbest Philanthropy
George & Shahra Toth
Gautam Tyagi
UnitedHealth Group
Rosita Whitman &
Nancy McCarroll
Nancy Winchester
Marisha Zeffer

CHINOLA

$50-$99
Caroline Adams
Susan Arbios
Eric & Virinia Belliard
Norma Bise
Marguerite Bourez
Steve Brightwell &
Tom Rickert
James Caulfield
Justin Ceeko &
Michael Killian
Thán Chuói
Janelle Coleman-Smith
Patrick Daubert
Thomas Daubert
Sandy Dictor
Trevor DiGirolomo
Pete Dosik
Carter Evans
Stanley Freeman
Beverly Green
Dana Hawley
Michelle Heck
Sandra Hovis
Daniel Hyseni
Marcelle Indelicato
Matthew Inzeo
Sandy Jennings
Michael Kaplan
Kate Kay
Robert Keele
Denise Knisely-Carrigan
Cece Kolstad
Katherine Lawrence
Megan Long
Catherine Meredith
Eugenia Michaels
John & Cathy Mihalik
Beckie Mihelcic-Chapman
Jocelyn MillerPanzenhagen
Jill Morrisey
Ricardo Muratti
Norton Lifelock/The
Blackbaud Giving Fund
Louise Paustenbach
Vincent & Priscilla Pereira
Sandra Potter
Stephen Sanger
Matthew Stevenson
Jenny Tan
Victor E. & Dorothy
M. McIntosh
Charitable Fund
Kathy White
Linda Wiley
Locke Wilson

NAR ANJITO

$1-$49
Anonymous
Patricia Belanger
Jacobson
Liz Brauser
Philip Campbell
Daniel Carter
Paul Cully
Geri Daniels Hawks
Mairin Daubert
Margaret Diaz
Joseph DiBello
Judith Dudek
Charles Eader
David Gardiner
Cullen Harwood
Robert Hlaváč
Patricia Hoffman
Rita Holland
Kate Howard
Neal Krug
Kern Kumar
Allyson Lago
Kyle Leitch
Kelly Mace
Mira McEwan
Erin Melody
Amaury Muñoz
Ruthanne Orihuela
Jim Palmer
Megha Shah
Stephanie Shigamatsu
Eva Terry
Marcy Troy
Christine Williams
Julie Witz
Amy Wright

SOMOS AMIGOS MEDICAL MISSIONS®
71250 N THUNDERBIRD TERRACE
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA 92270
T: 301.941.1255
SOMOSAMIGOS.ORG

